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Child’s Hill Allotment Society 

The Committee’s Report for 2011-2012 

Strictly speaking this report should cover the financial year from April 2011 to 

March 2012 but in places reference is made to earlier and later events. 

Committee: At the last AGM, the following were elected unopposed to the 

committee: Hushang Balyuzi (Chair), Hilary Burden (Secretary), Jane Bell (Lettings 

Officer), Richard Clerk (Treasurer), Brie Roderick, Martin Stevenson, Bob Weston 

and John Lankford. The committee met eight times during the year. Because not all 

members were able to attend all meetings, there were times when there were 
fewer present than the six required for a quorum. This however did not prevent the 

committee from dealing with its routine business. For the coming year members 

have once again been reluctant to join the committee; with fewer nominations than 

committee places.  

Non-Committee Activists: Fortunately, although members are reluctant to join 

the committee, there are many who help around the site. Especial thanks are due 

to Ken Moth for organising wood-chip deliveries, Paul Edkins for machinery hire, 

Roger Jeffs for tree work, Walter Turchet for maintaining the area around the north 
car park, Judith Davidson and Alison Lawn for maintaining broad paths, Alison 

Lawn for supporting the website, and Joe Walker and Martin O’Brien for general 

helpfulness. In addition there are all those who have helped in the shop on 

Sundays, whose names may be found on the shop rota. Apologies to any whose 
names we have forgotten to include. Further volunteers would be welcomed, 

especially to assist with site maintenance. 

Lettings and Plot Inspections: This is the report of the Letting Officer: 

During the past year I have re-let 14 plots, mainly in 5 pole half plots, but there are some 
plots not suitable for dividing in half, so they continue to be let as full plots. 

There are now a total of 85 people on the Waiting List; that is 6 on the list of Barnet 
residents, to whom we give priority and 79 on the list who live outside of Barnet. There 
seems to be some slowdown in the demand for allotments - the total for last year was 91. 

Four plot inspections took place between April 1 2011 and March 31 2012. A total of 21 
letters were written to plotholders who were considered to be in breach of their tenancy 
agreements. As a consequence in most cases enough was done on the plots to satisfy the 
inspection team but one person’s tenancy was terminated. 

Treasurer’s Report: The accounts for the year April 2011 to March 2012 are 

available to those attending the AGM. This is the Treasurer’s report: 

The Income and expenditure account shows a modest surplus for the year of £805 
(2011: £880). 

Shop sales and profit showed good improvements, partly a consequence of inflation 
in prices, to show a net profit of £674. The commission on rents collected showed a 
slight fall against 2011, which follows an increase in temporary vacancies following 
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delays in reletting plots. Subscriptions have quintupled following the increase of the 
subscription from £1 to £5. There has been a 4.5% fall in subscription numbers 
following this increase. Interest income remains negligible at £5. 

Expenditure has been well controlled. The increase in maintenance costs follows 
planned expenditure on shop improvements; further keys and a replacement 
padlock; and two new water tanks. This expenditure can be taken as a minimal 
level of maintenance expenditure, taking one year with the next. 

The surplus of £805 has increased the bank account, which now stands at £16,087 
against £14,601 at 31 March 2011. There are creditors of a maximum of £3,242, so 
that after payment of these there would remain £12,800 in the bank. This is the 
free reserve of the Society that can either be retained to meet any unexpected and 
urgent liabilities that may arise in the future, or that can be spent as the next 
committee decides. 

Rent collection for the current year has been reasonably successful: at 4th June 
2012 all but 4 tenants have paid their rent (and of these 2 are new tenants), and 
£8,638 has been collected with £160 remaining outstanding. This will give the 
Society a net income in commission and subscriptions for the current year of 
£2,213. It is proposed to ensure that all rents are collected before making payment 
to London Borough of Barnet. In view of the uncertainty as to self management 
this seems sensible. 

Shop Report: Hushang Balyuzi has continued to look after the shop, assisted by 
Brian Rance and the team of volunteer shopkeepers. This is his report: 

The shop was open from 11 to 1 on 32 Sundays and from 12 to 1 on 10, a total of 
74 hours, so on average we took about £85 per hour. It was closed in November, 
December and January.  

In cash terms, both turnover and sales increased this year, though if the increase 
in prices charged by our suppliers is taken into account, the actual volume of sales 
was much as before. The prices of the goods sold continued to be set at 
approximately 10% above what we pay for them. The percentage profit margin 
was however lower than this, largely due to stock write off and wastage, for 
example from over ordering of onions and potatoes.  

Thanks largely to the efforts of Martin O’Brien, a start has been made on the 
refurbishment of the shop buildings. In particular the reorganisation of storage 
space means that more stock can be kept and hence advantage may be taken of 
bulk purchase discounts. 

Federation: The society is a member of the Barnet Federation of Allotment and 

Horticultural Societies, whose committee meets about ten times a year. John, Hilary 

and Hushang usually attend the meetings. Earlier this year, Hushang was 
re-elected to the post of vice-chairman of the Federation. He is also on the steering 

group for the Federation’s support officer – see below. 

The Federation has continued to represent all the allotment societies in the 

borough in their negotiations over the transfer of management responsibilities to 
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the societies. In addition it has produced model society constitutions and terms and 

conditions of allotment tenancies. In this it has been very ably coordinated and led 

by its secretary, Richard King, to whom we all owe a debt of gratitude. 

A voluntary donation of £100 was paid to the Federation as a contribution to the 

costs in fighting the proposed rent increases for 2012-13. 

To aid the 40 or so societies with the transition to self-management, the Federation 

was successful in obtaining a grant from Barnet to pay for the employment of a 

half-time support officer for a year. Andrew Brown was appointed to the post in 

April 2012 and has already made contact with all societies and has visited nearly 
half of them. He is producing a range of documentation and other resources for 

use by the societies – for what is currently available, see 

http://www.barnetallotments.org.uk/selfmanagement.php.  

Rents: Last year the Federation was successful in its opposition to the large rent 
rises proposed by Barnet for 2012-13 and thus rents paid were the same as for 

2011-12. However Barnet has now announced similarly large increases for 2013-14 

– to £12 per pole for residents and £25 for non-residents and the removal of the 

over-60s discount. Since it is hoped that most societies will have moved to self 
management and be in a position to set their own rents by then, the Federation is 

waiting to decide whether to oppose these charges until the timetable for 

completion of self management is clearer; if it looks likely to slip beyond April 2013, 

then it will consider further action including the possibility of a request for judicial 
review. 

Security: There were not many reports of the theft of produce or equipment last 

year and compared with many sites in the borough we do seem to get off quite 

lightly, but this should not be an excuse for complacency. If you suffer from theft, 

you should both report it to us and to the police. 

The boundaries of the site remain vulnerable in places, with a number of holes in 

chain-link fencing and places where it is easy to climb over the boundary from 

areas outside that are accessible to the general public. As part of the process 

leading to self management, a condition of site survey will be made and Barnet will 
be asked to commit to remedying defective fencing prior to handover.  

Also, members seem to be getting better at closing and locking the gates after use.  

Maintenance: Martin Stevenson and John Lankford, with the help of a number of 

other members, have continued to handle routine maintenance, including the 
replacement and repair of taps and tanks, the clearance of obstacles and weeds on 

roads and car parks, and patching up holes in the boundary fencing. Additional 

fencing topped by barbed wire was erected on the eastern boundary wall by 

Martin. A contractor was employed to cut back the vegetation alongside the road to 
the north car park. 

Information for members: All important information for members has continued 

to be posted on the notice boards close to the site entrances. In addition, our 

website at http://childshillallotments.org.uk/ continued to be used. We have 
increased the use of email, since we now have email addresses for about 66% of 
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plotholders, but copies of all important messages have continued to be put on 

notice boards. If you have an email address but are not receiving messages from 

us, please tell us what it is and we will add you to our emailing list.  

Three newsletters were produced during the year and distributed by email, with 

copies placed on the notice boards.  

Skips and rubbish: While rubbish around the site, both on plots and in the 

common parts, has been less of a problem than in the past, it was necessary to pay 

to have an extensive dump on the middle car park removed. To our dismay, no 

sooner had it been removed than further rubbish started to build up nearby; so the 
society will again have to pay to have it removed, using funds that might be more 

usefully spent on other things. It must be emphasised that it is the responsibility of 

plotholders to remove their rubbish from the site for disposal, especially since 

Barnet have discontinued the supply of skips to sites. 

Compost and woodchip deliveries: Bob Weston has continued to oversee the 

deliveries of compost from the London Waste Company at approximately six week 

intervals. Email was used on a number of occasions to notify members of 

deliveries. Unfortunately, the drivers continue to refuse to take their lorries to the 
bottom car park.  

Ken Moth has continued to organise the delivery of woodchips to various points on 

the site. This is clearly a popular service given the rate at which they disappear. 

Site and Plot Competition: As in previous years, we entered the annual 
competition organised by the Federation and did quite well in both parts. Walter 

Turchet’s plot was judged to be the best runner-up and we offer him our 

congratulations. The site itself was placed 4th equal out of the 12 that entered; we 

might well have done better but we were let down by the state of our paths; on 

the other hand it was pleasing to be awarded the top mark for provision of 
information – the judges seemed to like our notice boards. 

Tool Hire: Since we have not been able to persuade anyone to assist Paul Edkins 

with the rental and maintenance of our machinery, the service we can provide to 

members is limited. We therefore have made arrangements with Local Tool Hire, 
180 Cricklewood Lane, NW2 2DX, 020 8450 2484 to provide machinery to members 

at a 30% discount. See http://www.localtoolhirelondon.co.uk/catalogue.html/ for 

prices. They will deliver to and collect from the site. For weekend hires, the one 

day rate applies. If interested, contact the shop directly. 

Tea parties: Last July Zea Katseff organised a tea party for members in the 

community garden. This was quite well attended and thoroughly enjoyed by those 

who were there, so it is planned to organise further parties this year. 

CHAS Committee 
24 June 2012 


